Taking a fault's temperature
15 September 2016
Ever think about taking a fault's temperature?
What would you learn? A unique experiment where
temperature was continuously measured for nearly
a year inside the fault that made the catastrophic
2011 magnitude 9.0 Japan Earthquake reveals the
thermal signature of pulses of water squirting out of
fractures in response to other earthquakes on
neighboring faults.
The experiment required measurements more than
7 km (4.5 miles) beneath the sea surface in a
borehole observatory stretching nearly a kilometer
(more than a half mile) underground as part of the
Integrated Ocean Drilling Program's Japan Trench
Fast Drilling Project.
The results illustrate how water pressure within
fault zones, which influences the susceptibility of
faults to slip, can be disturbed by earthquakes on
other faults.
The observation of interactions between faults
during the aftermath of a major earthquake helps
scientists gain a better understanding of the
processes that control earthquake occurrence.
This research, supported by a grant from the
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After the March 2011 Mw 9.0 Tohoku-oki Earthquake,
the Deep-sea Drilling Vessel (D/V) Chikyu, seen here offshore Japan, installed a sub-seafloor temperature
More information: Patrick M. Fulton et al.
observatory through the plate boundary fault as part of
observations of earthquake-driven fluid pulses
the Integrated Ocean Drilling Programs' Japan Trench
within the Japan Trench plate boundary fault zone,
Fast Drilling Project. Fulton and Brodsky present
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analysis of the observatory data to reveal signals
interpreted to be the thermal signature of pulses of water
squirting out of fractures in response to aftershocks on
neighboring faults. The observation of interactions
between faults during the aftermath of a major
earthquake helps scientists gain a better understanding
of the processes that control earthquake occurrence.
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